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NEW QUESTION: 1
Where can sub queries be used? (Choose all that apply)
A. the WHERE clause in SELECT as well as all DML statements
B. the FROM clause in the SELECT statement
C. the GROUP BY clause in the SELECT statement
D. the WHERE clause in only the SELECT statement
E. field names in the SELECT statement
F. the HAVING clause in the SELECT statement
Answer: A,B,E,F
Explanation:
SUBQUERIES can be used in the SELECT list and in the FROM,
WHERE, and HAVING clauses
of a query.
A subquery can have any of the usual clauses for selection and
projection. The following are
required clauses:
A SELECT list
A FROM clause
The following are optional clauses:
WHERE
GROUP BY
HAVING
The subquery (or subqueries) within a statement must be
executed before the parent query that calls it, in order that
the results of the subquery can be passed to the parent.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which data is maintained on contract account level? (Choose
three)
A. Individual dunning procedures
B. Creditworthiness
C. Interest key
D. Payment terms
E. Bank accounts
Answer: A,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Being the project manager in a high risk electronics project
with a lot of new
technologies, you developed a Risk management plan and
identified risks which you documented in a Risk register. Then,
the risks were analyzed and response planned.
It is getting obvious during Risk monitoring and control
meetings: The documents which you created are not very helpful.
What have you probably done wrong?

A. You failed to use an RBS.
B. You did not identify Triggers.
C. You did the first processes alone.
D. You did not calculate EMVs.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
The learn is refining user stones during the backlog grooming
session and confused on the acceptance criteria and level of
details What should the agile practitioner do?
A. Ensure the acceptance criteria Includes testing scenarios,
so the learn can do thorough testing
B. Complete the test cases before creating the story m the
backlog
C. Define the detailed business requirements so that the team
can continue with development
D. Define me user stones with just enough details so the team
can collaborate continuously
Answer: A
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